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Abstract 

Folk religious chants have already been the object of scientific study for several decades. The 
matter of morphological features of the religious repertoire in the living tradition includes several 
basic factors, such as poetic text structure (versification, strophic structure), stylistic and formal 
properties, metre and rhythm, melodics, and tonal considerations (cf. B. Bartkowski, Niektóre ce-
chy muzycznej metrorytmiki polskich pieśni religijnych żyjących w tradycji ustnej, “Summarium. 
Sprawozdania Towarzystwa Naukowego KUL” 1978, no. 3 (23), p. 250). The purpose of this article 
is to present and analyse the tonal phenomena occurring in folk religious chants performed 
throughout the funeral rite in the region of Rzeszów (Rzeszów region – a region in South-Eastern 
Poland inhabited by the ethnic groups of Lasowiacy and Rzeszowiacy, which covers the approxi-
mate area of the current ten districts (Tarnobrzeg, Stalowa Wola, Nisko, Kolbuszowa, Leżajsk, Mie-
lec, Ropczyce-Sędziszów, Rzeszów, Przeworsk, and Łańcut). -cf. Kolędowanie na Rzeszowszczyźnie, 
ed. K. Smyk, J. Dragan, Kolbuszowa – Kraków 2019, p. 8, and range maps, pp. 382–383), especially 
during the prayer for the deceased at home, the procession to the church, the procession to the 
cemetery, and the inhumation at the cemetery). The musical scales upon which the melodies of 
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the individual chants are based have particular significance in terms of their musical shape. In 
fact, the tonality, which constitutes a note system, influences the interval structure, the rela-
tionships between individual notes, the melody and, indirectly, the regional conditions for the 
performance of the chants (cf. B. Bartkowski, Niektóre cechy…, p. 250). The material will be 
presented based on the scale range criterion while individual tonal phenomena will be pre-
sented using selected examples. 

Keywords: folk funeral chants, tonality, musical scales, Rzeszów region.  

The collected funeral chants recorded between 1970 and 2018 in the areas 
inhabited by the ethnic groups of Lasowiacy and Rzeszowiacy come from several 
archives1. In total, the research included 40 localities (36 parishes), highlighted 
in Figure 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Map of research points, author: Sebastian Lesiczka 

                                                 
1  Those include: Archive of Music Religious Folklore at the Institute of Musicology (currently the 

Institute of Arts Studies) of the John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin: recordings from 1970–
1988 (AMFR KUL); Archive of the Folk Museum in Kolbuszowa: recordings from 1998–2016 
(MKL); Field Materials Archive of the Museum of Ethnography in Rzeszow: recordings from 
2016 (AMT MERz); the author's private archive which includes audio recordings with minutes 
recorded in 2010–2022 (Arch Lesiczka); archive of Michał Rydzik from Grodzisk Dolny (Lic Ry-
dzik). Part of the chants from this collection were presented in the bachelor's thesis entitled 
Śpiewy pasyjne i żałobne wykonywane w parafii Grodzisko Dolne [Passion and funeral chants 
performed in the parish of Grodzisko Dolne] written at the Institute of Music of the University 
of Rzeszów under the supervistion of rev. dr. Tadeusz Bratkowski in 2014. 
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The audio material includes 660 renditions of funeral chants, with a total of 
97 distinctive works reflected by incipits. 211 renditions from the entire collec-
tion were selected for analysis.  

The funeral repertoire includes various genres of religious chants2. The ana-
lysed collection has a diverse provenance. Melodeclamation of prayers and 
chants in a recitative and psalmodic style indicate numerous connections to the 
Gregorian chant. A significant part of the repertoire which is the object of this 
research is comprised of Catholic and Protestant funeral songs drawn mainly 
from Catholic and Protestant church hymnals dating back to the 16th to 18th cen-
turies. To a certain degree, these works have undergone the process of folklor-
isation3. An in-depth analysis of the historical documentation of funeral chants, 
primarily their occurrence in historical sources, allows to conclude that such 
chants became commonplace in the 19th century. The mass distribution of hym-
nals, leaflets containing funeral repertoire, contributed to the popularisation of 
many chants and to their “folklorisation”4. Part of the studied chants are from 
the 20th century. These include original songs created by funeral singers and are 
not reported in written sources.  

The transcriptions of the analysed chants were made using the method de-
veloped by J. and M. Sobieski, which was slightly modified due to nature of the 
research object5. All melodies were scored to end on the G4 note. The absolute 
pitch of the opening note is indicated by a rhomboid in brackets placed after the 
clef. A key signature has been provided whenever a note is to be sharpened or 
flattened throughout the entire melody. Traditional musical orography is sup-
plemented by the following symbols:  
—  – breath rest that slightly extends the metre or is performed by subtract-

ing a part of the value of the preceding note; 
                                                 
2  The most important of these are: “proper” funeral chants (i.e. addressing the subjects of dying 

and eternal life), sung prayers, hymns to the patrons of the dying, selected hymns to Mary, as 
well as Passion chants, and contemplative songs, “farewell” songs, songs about the Final Judge-
ment, and moralizing and teaching songs, which are all in the process of disappearing. 

3  See A. Czekanowska, Etnografia muzyczna. Metodologia i metodyka, Bydgoszcz 1988,  
pp. 11–12; cf. B. Bartkowski, Polskie śpiewy religijne w żywej tradycji. Style i formy, Kraków 
1987, pp. 26–32, 46–57, and 51; cf. J. Kolbuszewski, Polska pieśń pogrzebowa. Prolegomena, 
“Polska Sztuka Ludowa” 1986, no. 1–2, p. 51; cf. B. Linette, Obrzędowe pieśni weselne  
w Rzeszowskiem, Rzeszów 1981, p. 36; cf. J. Bartmiński, hasło Folklor, [in:] Encyklopedia katol-
icka, vol. 5, Lublin 1989, pp. 368–374. 

4  Cf. P. Dahlig, Cechy regionalne śpiewów pogrzebowych w Polsce, [in:] Folklorystyka na 
przełomie wieków, ed. K.D. Kadłubiec, Cieszyn 1999, p. 289. 

5  J. Sobieska, Transkrypcja muzyczna nagrań dokumentalnych, [w:] J. and M. Sobieski, Polska 
muzyka ludowa i jej problemy. Wybór prac, ed. L. Bielawski, Kraków 1973, pp. 477–497;  
cf. Z.J. Przerembski, Problematyka transkrypcji muzyki ludowej w polskich badaniach 
etnomuzykologicznych, „Etnomuzyka” 2010, no. 6, pp. 41–51; cf. B. Bartkowski, Polskie śpiewy 
religijne w żywej tradycji…, pp. 67–69. 
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—  – breath rest with an indicated duration; 
—  – extension of the duration of the note by less than a half of its value; 
—  – reduction of the duration of the note by less than a half of its value; 
— ( ) – placing an element of the melody in brackets indicates that in subse-

quent stanzas it occurs irregularly; 
—  – extension of the time capacity of a given measure by an indicated value. 

Due to the scope of the subject matter, the study of the musical aspect of 
folk religious chants demands the application of suitable research and organiza-
tion methods which differ slightly from those used in the study of secular folk-
lore6. Because the living tradition of religious chants is connected to the musical 
tradition of the Church7. Certain expertise in this area has been developed by 
the staff of the Institute of Musicology (currently the Institute of Arts Studies) of 
the Catholic University of Lublin8. 

The research methods employed to analyse the tonality of funeral chants in 
the Rzeszów region are the ones proposed by Antoni Zoła, one of the pioneers 
of ethnomusicological research concerning the living tradition of religious 
chants in Poland, Professor at the Catholic University of Lublin9. Based on the 
findings of Walter Wiora10, he defines tonality as the governing principle of the 
logos that organises sound material vertically. The only way to discover this or-
ganisation is the melody, which is to be considered an implementation of this 
principle11. Therefore, this concept, which includes all tonal systems, scales and 
structures, represents the fundamental law of note organisation in music12. 

The tonal analysis begins with extracting melodic and tonal structures, i.e. 
certain multi-note cells containing elements specific to a given scale (limiting 
interval, direction, and species). This organised series of notes constitutes a to-
nal scale in which each note constitutes a scale step. Once the notes are 

                                                 
6  Cf. J. Stęszewski, Uwagi o badaniu żywej tradycji polskich śpiewów religijnych, [w:] Stan badań 

nad muzyka religijną w kulturze polskiej, ed. J. Pikulik, Warszawa 1973, p. 111. 
7  See B. Bartkowski, Muzyczna kultura religijna jako przedmiot badań muzykologicznych, 

„Seminare. Poszukiwania naukowe” 1981, no. 5, pp. 181–189. 
8  See B. Bartkowski, Polskie śpiewy religijne w żywej tradycji…, pp. 7–9; cf. A. Zoła, Koncepcja 

badań nad żywą tradycją polskich śpiewów religijnych w ujęciu Bolesława Bartkowskiego, “Ad-
ditamenta Musicologica Lublinensia” 2008, no. 4, vol. 1, pp. 11–18. 

9  A. Zoła, Problem tonalności w polskich śpiewach religijnych z żywej tradycji (typescript of the 
doctoral thesis written under the supervision of rev. prof. dr. hab. B. Bartkowski), Catholic Uni-
versity of Lublin, Lublin 1992. Before that, tonality had also been explored by other prominent 
researchers, such as: W. Poźniak, A. Czekanowska, M. Sobieski, Z.J. Przerembski and others. 
However, their research was based on secular musical folklore which is different in nature, 
has different roots when it comes to tradition and operates within the culture in a very dis-
tinct way.  

10  W. Wiora, Tonalny logos, translation: J. Stęszewski, “Res Facta” 1972, no. 6, pp. 221–258. 
11  A. Zoła, Melodyka ludowych śpiewów religijnych w Polsce, Lublin 2003, p. 65. 
12  A. Zoła, Problem tonalności…, p. 19. 
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organised, the scale itself can be named (e.g. Dorian, Aeolian, etc.). When inter-
preting tonal phenomena, one must take into account all distinctive elements 
of tonal scales. Those include: 
a) Scale range – seen as the distance between the scale’s highest and lowest 

degrees. Based on range, we can distinguish between three types of scales: 
narrow-range (three to five degrees), medium-range (six and seven degrees) 
and wide-range (eight and more degrees) scales; 

b) Scale direction – the way in which subsequent degrees are ordered. It can 
be ascending or descending. The notes of the scales will be presented in  
a descending order; 

c) Species – the internal arrangement of intervals which determines the quali-
tative properties of the scale and relates it to a specific tonal system. Based 
on species, we can distinguish two basic scale types: 
— chordal, in which the interval order can be organised in second intervals; 
— tonic, in which, apart from second intervals, there is a minor third (an-

hemitonic – without semitones)13 or a major third (hemitonic)14. 
The structure of the scale is connected to what is known as tonal gravity, i.e. 

the progression of melodic-tonal structures towards a tonal centre (the note 
that constitutes the starting point for the organisation of the scale, and conse-
quently for the entire melody).  

In folk religious chants there are various instances where the melodic scale 
and the tonal scale relate to one another in different ways15: 
1. In both scales the range, position and species remain the same. In the ana-

lysed repertoire, this is the most common case, see example in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Serdeczna Matko [Stainless the Maiden], Grodzisko Górne, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

2. The melodic scale is shifted in relation to the tonal scale, which is frequently 
interpreted as plagalisation of the tonal scale (plagalisation will be discussed 
more thoroughly later in this article), see Fig. 3. 

                                                 
13  E.g., the E3-G3-A3-B3-D4 pentatonic. 
14  E.g., the F3-G3-B3-C4-D4 pentatonic. 
15  See A. Zoła, Melodyka…, pp. 65–67. 
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Fig. 3. Racz wiekuiste dać odpoczywanie [Grant Them Eternal Rest], Grodzisko Górne, prepared by 
S. Lesiczka 

3. The melody moves in a narrower range than the tonal scale and mostly uses 
its lower part. However, the interpretation of this phenomenon is rather prob-
lematic as it can be construed in two ways: either a narrow-range melody is 
functioning within a wider tonal scale, or the range of the scale itself is to be 
interpreted as narrow and matching the range of the melody, see Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Dobranoc, Głowo Święta [Good Night Sacred Head], Łętownia, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

In other renditions, this melody is based on a pentachord with an added sub-
semitone (subsemitonium). The presented version (Fig. 4) does not contain the 
5th degree (D4) of the scale while the melody uses its lower part.  
4. The ambitus of the melody extends beyond the tonal scale range, which usu-

ally occurs in melodies in more recent songs, see Fig. 5. 
In some cases, tonal layers with different internal structures can have either 

fully or partially overlapping ranges, which shall be presented below, based on 
examples from traditional songs. 

For the interpretation of tonal phenomena, it is important to consider the 
formulas that open and close the piece 16. The repertoire of funeral chants 
                                                 
16  A. Czekanowska, op. cit., p. 108. 
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recorded in the Rzeszów region contains certain analogies to modal structures, 
especially in the opening and cadential formulas. This is where the note material 
specific to the tonal scale is concentrated. Chorale patterns are most noticeable 
in psalmodic and recitative chants. 

 
Fig. 5. Padewska parafia żałobą się kryje [Padew Parish Mourns], Padew, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

Given the considerable degree of variety of the musical material, it is difficult to 
perform a detailed analysis of all tonal structures. In the analysed material, only 
chordal scales occur, while renditions based on tonic scales are absent. The material 
has been organised from the smallest to the largest scale range17. The central note 
of each scale is in bold. Each tonal structure is accompanied by the most representa-
tive examples of melodies from the discussed collection of funeral chants.  

Trichords 

In the collected material, trichordal structures are very rare. Those melodies 
are built on the C5-B4-A4 three-degree scale in which the tonal gravity results in 
the central note being B4, see Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Wieczne odpoczywanie [Eternal Rest], Łętownia, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

The internal structure of the scale is created by two subsequent second in-
tervals: major and minor. The two-part melody has the range of a minor third 
and ends with a descending cadential formula across all steps of the scale. 
                                                 
17  It should be clarified that in ethnomusicology the concept of range is connected to both melody 

and scale. To organise the tonal range, it is important to take into account the interval between 
the two extreme notes of the scale (see A. Zoła, Problem tonalności…, s. 92). 
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Tetrachords  

The musical material contains several examples of such structures. Some of 
those occur in pure form, while others are augmented with additional subtonic 
notes (F#4 and/or D4) that increase the ambitus of the melody without affecting 
the structure of the four-degree scale. The most frequent tetrachordal structure 
is the C5-B4-A4-G4 four-degree scale. An example of such a structure is repre-
sented by the melody of the Litania Loretańska [Litany of Loretto] to be per-
formed beside the deceased, recorded in Żołynia, see Fig. 7. 

 
Fig. 7. Litania Loretańska [Litany of Loretto], Żołynia, prepared S. Lesiczka 

In the example from Żołynia (Fig. 7), the opening note is on the 3rd degree of 
the scale. But in the discussed material, it is most frequently on the 1st step 
which is shown by further chant renditions.  

In the below hymn, form the same locality, the tetrachordal structure has an ad-
ditional F#4

 which is an element which “circumscribes” the central note, see Fig. 8. 

 
Fig. 8. A, a, a, przyjdzie godzina [Time Will Come], Żołynia, prepared by S. Lesiczka 
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Another way of forming musical material within a tetrachord is shown by 
the example from Wiązownica (Fig. 9). 

 
Fig. 9. Żegnam cię, mój świecie wesoły, Wiązownica, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

The quoted rendition (Fig. 9) is based on a C5-B4-A4-G4 four-degree scale. In 
several instances, an F#4

 subsemitone was added to the melody, while a (sub) pre-
fect fourth (D4) was used in the cadential formula. The scale structure itself, how-
ever, did not change, although, in the cadence, the noticeable melody jump over 
the notes of a G minor chord in the second inversion suggests that it is the harmony, 
not the tetrachord, which constitutes the basis for this melodic structure18.  

Pentachords 

In the analysed material, pentachords are rather frequent and appear over 
thirty-five times. Their structure is much more diverse than that of tetrachords, and 
thus only the most interesting cases of pentachordal structures shall be presented.  

An example of a pure pentachord, based on the D5-C5-B4-A4-G4 scale, is the 
following melody from Wiązownica, see Fig. 10. 

The ambitus of the melody is a fifth. The melodic line, with an ascending-
descending shape, begins and ends on the 1st degree of the scale. The direction 
of the beginning formula is ascending, while the cadence is descending. 

Another pentachord type, which is less frequent in the studied material, is 
the D5-C5-B4-A4-G4 structure. An interesting example of this structure is the mel-
ody of the Wyrok na wszystkich ludzi uczyniony [Judgement on All Men] song 
(see Fig. 11). 

                                                 
18  Cf. A. Zoła, Problem tonalności…, p. 111.  
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Fig. 10. Pozdrawiajmy, wychwalajmy Pannę Przenajświętszą [Praise the Holy Virgin], Wiązownica, 
prepared by S. Lesiczka 

 
Fig. 11. Wyrok na wszystkich ludzi uczyniony [Judgement on All Men], Wola Zdakowska, prepared 
by S. Lesiczka 

The melody (Fig. 11) has a prefect fifth ambitus and is maintained within  
a five-degree scale which has three major second intervals and one semitone 
between the 3rd and 2nd degree. The opening formula is built from a two-note 
cell which starts on the 5th degree of the scale. The remaining part of the mel-
ody can indicate its recitative character. The melody moves in second intervals 
while all scale degrees are used in a descending manner only in the cadence. 

In many cases, the ambitus of the melody is augmented by an added sub-
semitone or subfourth (see Fig.12).  

 
Fig. 12. Jak każdy, który się rodzi [As everyone who is born], Kamionka, prepared by S. Lesiczka  
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The presented melody (Fig. 12) has an octave ambitus, but its main part 
stays within the D5-C5-B♭4-A4-G4 pentachord. The minor sixth interval jump in the 
opening formula, and also further in the melody, created by the addition of  
a subfourth interval, allows it to be classified as a minor scale. The subsemi-
tonium appears only once in the first section of the melody and is the note that 
“describes” the finalis (bar 2). The melodic line has the shape of a wave and moves 
in seconds and thirds. The ascending half cadence stops on the 5th degree, while 
the cadence takes the exact opposite direction ending on the centre note (G4). 

Among the analysed melodies which have a pentachordal structure, only 10 
are purely pentachordal and have an ambitus of a fifth. In other cases, the am-
bitus is augmented by additional subtonic notes which, however, have no influ-
ence on the structure of the scale. Two sets of notes are used to fill the perfect 
fifth tonal framework: D2-C2-B1-A1-G1 and D2-C2-B♭1-A1-G1. The distinctive ele-
ments are the cadences, the shape of which are fairly uniform in all examples. 
The cadences are descending and have a similar note arrangement which ends 
on the central note and always contains the 2nd and 3rd degrees of the scale, and 
sometimes also the 4th and 5th degrees. However, specific patterns are not ap-
parent in the opening formulas. 

Hexachords 

Hexachordal structures are the most common ones in folk religious music 
and are present in all song genres19. From a melodic perspective, they are very 
variable in nature. This is also reflected in the funeral repertoire of the Rzeszowi-
acy and Lasowiacy ethnic groups. The entire collection contains fifty-eight hex-
achord-based melodies. Six-degree chordal scales appear in several structural 
versions. They have differently structured species and are augmented by addi-
tional subtonic notes. Based on how the hexachord is structured, the hexachor-
dal material can be divided into two groups: a lower tetrachord and an upper 
trichord, or a lower pentachord and an upper second interval, which essentially 
determine the shape and progression of the melody20. Out of these, the most 
interesting hexachordal structures which are representative of the material and 
show its distinctive characteristics will be presented.  

In the group of melodies based on six-degree hexachordal scales, the most 
common one (43 instances) is the E♭5-D5-C5-B4-A4-G4 minor hexachord, see Fig. 13. 

In the example from Nienadówka (Fig. 13), the 4th degree (E♭) appears only 
once, in the second part of the melody. A big part of the melody is formed within 
                                                 
19  See A. Zoła, Problem tonalności…, p. 149.  
20  Ibidem.  
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the D5-C5-B4-A4-G4 pentachord which plays an incredibly significant role. Also, 
the opening and cadential formulas are based on a five-degree scale. The open-
ing, as well as dominant, note is D5. The half cadence ends on the 2nd degree, 
which is typical of many melodies from the region in question maintained in hex-
achordal scales. E♭ appears only in the second part of the melody and only in  
a single bar. Therefore, the melody has an internal fifth-second interval structure.  

 
Fig. 13. Barbaro święta, Perło Jezusowa [Holy Barbara, Pearl of Jesus], Nienadówka, preapared by 
S. Lesiczka 

The model structure for the hexachord is shown by the melody of Dobry 
Jezu, a nasz Panie [Good Jesus, Our Lord] which in the studied area occurs in 
many variations. A similar structure using this melodic model is used in other 
songs (i.e. Jezu w Ogrojcu mdlejący [Oh Jesus, Fainting In the Garden], Któryś za 
nas cierpiał rany [You Who Suffered Wounds for Us] or Pobudka z Gorzkich Ża-
lów [Wake from Bitter Lamentations]). However, they differ from one another 
in formal structure (see Fig. 14). 

 
Fig. 14. Dobry Jezu, a nasz Panie [Good Jesus, Our Lord], Studzian, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

An element of this model, which is frequently used in other chants, are the 
opening and cadential formulas composed of a series of descending notes in  
a scalar order. Such a progression can be treated as a balance of fifth-second 
and fourth-third structures21. Other registered variations of this melody have 
different structure types. 

An example of a tetrachord-trichord structure within an E♭5-D5-C5-B4-A4-G4 
hexachord is the next melody, see Fig. 15. 

                                                 
21  Ibidem, p. 156.  
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Fig. 15. Żegnam cię, mój świecie wesoły [Farewell to You My Joyful World], Wiązownica, prepared 
by S. Lesiczka 

The first part of the melody moves using only the notes of the C5-B♭4-A4-G4 
tetrachord. The final cadence contains the same melodic material. The second 
part culminates on the E♭5 note which appears only once in the entire melody. 
In this section, the dominating notes are the ones of the E♭2-D2-C2 trichord. The 
movement in second intervals and the wave-shaped melodic line show connec-
tions with the modal style of shaping the melody. However, this is not shown by 
the progression used at the beginning of the second part of the melody, which 
seems connected to the D minor tonality. It is, therefore, an example containing 
certain archaic features mixed with a more modern way of melodic thinking.  

The second hexachord type, which is somewhat less frequent in the melodies 
of folk funeral chants of Rzeszowiacy and Lasowiacy, is the E5-D5-C5-B4-A4-G4 struc-
ture. Interestingly enough, a major part of the melodies based on such a scale 
begins on the 3rd degree (see Fig. 16). 

 
Fig. 16. Wieczne racz dać spoczywanie [Eternal Rest], Grodzisko Górne, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

The presented melody (Fig. 16) is dominated by second intervals and a wave-
shaped melody line. The scalar material is presented very clearly in the half ca-
dence and also in the final cadence.  

A different example of such a tetrachord has an internal fifth-second interval 
structure (see Fig. 17). 
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Fig. 17. Stała Matka boleściwa [Stabat Mater (dolorosa)], Ulanów, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

In this case, the opening formula is rather atypical. The culmination is 
achieved in the first part of the melody which ends with a half cadence on the 
1st degree. The second part of the melody is based on a major pentachord and 
is built from two repeating sections.  

The analysed funeral chants contain also melodies based on a Dorian E5-D5-
-C5-B♭4-A4-G4 hexachord (see Fig. 18). 

 
Fig. 18. Posłuchajcie, grzesznicy, o straszliwym sądzie [Hear Now, Sinners, About the Terrible 
Judgement], Żołynia, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

After the opening formula, which has a range of a fifth, there is a culmination 
followed by a half cadence suspended on the 4th degree. The second part of the 
melody is based on a D2-C2-B♭1-A1-G1 pentachord and ends with an unusual ca-
dence on the 2nd degree.  
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The hexachordal material contains also other structures which are repre-
sented less frequently. An interesting example is the introduction of a Phrygian 
tetrachord into the melody which is maintained in a minor hexachord (see Fig. 19). 

 
Fig. 19. Gdy ja sobie uważuję [When I Contemplate], Żołynia, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

The Phrygian element appears only in the cadential formula. By using a domi-
nating second interval movement and ending each phrase on G4, the above mel-
ody shows clear connections to the chorale22.  

Quite frequently, hexachords have an added subsemitone and/or subfourth 
(see Fig. 20). 

 
Fig. 20. O, zmarły bracie, z tobą się żegnamy [Dear Departed Brother, to You We Say Goodbye], 
Husów, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

The melody from Husów begins, very unusually, on the 2nd scale degree. The 
melody moves in second intervals. The form of the piece is aa1ba1. The half 
                                                 
22  Cf. K. Strycharz-Bogacz, Ludowe śpiewy pasyjne i wielkanocne w muzycznej tradycji Małopolski 

i Podkarpacia (typescript of a doctoral thesis written under the supervision of dr. hab. Antoni 
Zoła), Catholic University of Lublin, Lublin 2012, p. 353. 
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cadence and the ending cadence contain the F#4 subsemitonium which 
“strengthens” the main note by reaching it from underneath.  

In hexachordal structures, the subfourth appears to be less frequent. It is 
most common in the opening formula (see Fig. 21). 

 
Fig. 21. Szczęśliwy, kto sobie Patrona [Fortunate Is He], Żołynia, prepared by Lesiczka 

Sometimes, the opening fourth interval is achieved through a subsemitone. 
Such upward fourth opening formulas, which occur between the 5th and 1st scale 
degrees in an ascending movement, are typical of more modern tonal struc-
tures23 (see Fig. 22). 

 
Fig. 22. Szczęśliwy, kto sobie Patrona [Fortunate Is He], Pysznica, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

In the presented example, the subfourth and the subsemitone appear at the 
beginning of the melody and during the repetition of the first phrase. The sec-
ond part of the melody builds towards a culmination. The cadence is very typical 
of this kind of melody. The main note is “circumscribed” first from above, and 
afterwards from below. This wave-shaped melody, which moves in second and 
third intervals, can be considered a more modern tonal structure as indicated 
by the already mentioned opening formula and cadence, as well as the use of 
progression in the second part of the melody.  

The presented examples of hexachordal structures are representative of the 
studied region and present the characteristics of hexachord-based melodies. 

                                                 
23  Cf. A. Zoła, Melodyka…, p. 73.  
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Heptachords 

Heptachords show certain similarities to the already described hexachords. 
The 7th scale degree allows to further define the structure tonally. In the ana-
lysed folk funeral chants of Rzeszowiacy and Lasowiacy, there are very few pure 
heptachords. Very frequently, they are augmented to eight-degree structures in 
which the outer degrees are one octave apart. Therefore, in accordance with  
A. Zoła’s research proposition, eight-degree melodies shall be treated as varia-
tions of seven-degree structures24. In the analysed material, melodies which ex-
ceed an octave belong tonally to the major-minor system. 

One example of a melody which does not exceed the range of a heptachor-
dal scale and stays within the ambitus of a minor seventh is an interesting ver-
sion of the chant Dobry Jezu, a nasz Panie [Good Jesus, Our Lord], which comes 
from Żołynia (see Fig. 23). 

 
Fig. 23. Dobry Jezu, a nasz Panie [Good Jesus, Our Lord], Żołynia, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

The melody starts on the 5th degree of the seven-degree F5-E♭5-D5-C5-B♭4-A4-
-G4 Aeolian scale. Both the opening and cadential formulas highlight the internal 
fifth-fourth scale structure. This already discussed model is embellished with  
a jump to the 7th scale degree in the middle section which also results in an ex-
panded melodic range. 

A similar (pentachord-trichord) internal structure is shown by the melody 
presented in Fig. 24. 

 
Fig. 24. Jezu Miłosierny o to proszę cię [Merciful Jesus I Implore Thee], Niwiska, prepared by  
S. Lesiczka 

                                                 
24  Idem, Problem tonalności…, p. 171.  
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It is an example of a more recent folklore layer. The melody uses tonic triads 
and mostly moves in second and third intervals. The song contains four 
aaba1.phrases. Phrases a and a1 are based on a D5-C5-B♭4-A4-G4 minor penta-
chord, while phrase b is mostly built around the notes of a F5-E♭5-D5 trichord. 

A distinctive structure in the studied material is the Dorian heptachord with 
the phenomenon of variable intonation of the 6th scale degree (see Fig. 25). 

 
Fig. 25. A ci, którzy już dni swoje skończyli [Those Whose Days Are Over], Studzian, prepared by  
S. Lesiczka 

The presented melody can be seen as typical of the discussed repertoire. It 
is used in numerous religious, not only funeral, chants. The first section of the 
melody starts on the 3rd scale degree and moves towards the finalis while stay-
ing within the range of the pentachord. The second section begins on the 5th 
degree, in this case taking the function of the central note which is further con-
firmed by the use of the C♯5 semitone in the half cadence, which might indicate 
the contemporary reception of this melody (some renditions of this melodic pat-
tern include the C5 note). In the musical material concentrated around the 5th 
degree (D5), the 4th degree is a major sixth (E5) which indicates a Dorian hexa-
chord. However, in the last part of the melody, which is descending in nature 
and is clearly moving towards the 1st degree of the scale (G4), the 4th degree 
becomes a minor sixth (E♭5). In this section, therefore, the scale structure, in 
which the semitones are distributed between the 4th and 5th degrees, and be-
tween the 3rd and 2nd degrees, is characteristic of the Aeolian mode. The scale 
has a clear fifth-fourth internal structure. The melody predominantly moves in 
second intervals. 

The recorded funeral chants of the two ethnic groups in question also in-
clude melodies based on the Phrygian heptachord (see Fig. 26).  

In the presented melody (Fig. 26), which is based on an eight-degree Phryg-
ian scale (F5-F4), the central note is G4. However, in another version of this mel-
ody, which comes from Wola Baranowska, the first section, due its central note 
being F4, follows the notes of a Dorian pentachord (see Fig. 27). 
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Fig. 26. Jest wysoka drabina [There's a Tall Ladder], Wiązownica, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

 
Fig. 27. Jest wysoka drabina [There's a Tall Ladder], Wola Baranowska, prepared by S. Lesiczka 

The second part of the melody is a Phrygian heptachord. In the presented 
version of the melody, the two structures overlap25.  

Plagal Structures 

The problem of plagality mainly concerns modal structures which have pla-
gal variations. In folk religious chants, plagal structures are not as consistently 
organised as in the chorale repertoire. In the studied group of chants, there are 
no plagal variations of modal structures. There is, however, the phenomenon of 
a melodic scale shift in relation to the tonal scale, which can be viewed as tonal 
scale plagalisation (see Fig. 28 and 29). 

 
Fig. 28. Już pójdę do grobu smutnego, ciemnego [I Shall Go To My Sad, Dark Grave], Niwiska, pre-
pared by S. Lesiczka 
                                                 
25  Cf. A. Zoła, Problem tonalności…, pp. 182–184; K. Strycharz-Bogacz, Ludowe śpiewy pasyjne  

i wielkanocne…, p. 356.  
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or: 

 
Fig. 29. Już idę do grobu, tam mieszkanie moje [I Shall Go To The Grave, My Abode], Domacyny, 
prepared by S. Lesiczka 

In both presented structures, which are a reminiscence of the 8th psalm tone, 
the central note G4 is in the middle. Scale plagalisation is evident in the cadence 
which contains the G4-F#4-E4-D4 tetrachord. The melodic scale is shifted down 
by a fourth in relation to the tonal scale.  

Numerous similar examples are available, but they include more modern to-
nal structures in which the scale position can be shifted by various intervals:  
a fifth, a sixth or even a seventh.  

* * * 

To summarise the presented characteristics of the tonality of funeral chants 
in the Rzeszów region, it should be noted that there are numerous connections 
to an earlier tonal layer. It is expressed by the use of the musical material of 
modal scales, frequent narrow- and mid-range structures and the modal manner 
of shaping the melody (preference for fluid movement in second intervals and 
the use of distinctive opening and cadential formulas). The modal element pre-
sent in many funeral melodies is an important factor influencing the shape of 
the tonality of the entire collection of funeral chants. Frequently, modal ele-
ments coexist with other scalar systems, which constitutes a structural element 
of certain melodic passages of songs or chants. Occasionally, making the modal-
ity criterion more precise is problematic due to the evolution of this system to-
wards major-minor tonality and the blurring of lines between scales. In such  
a case, modality can be determined by specific melodic formulas, especially 
the opening and cadential ones26. Among modal structures, Aeolian, Dorian, 
Ionian, and Phrygian modes are the most frequent ones. Lydian and Mixolyd-
ian modes appear sporadically. The features of the earlier tonal layer of fu-
neral chants of the Rzeszowiacy and Lasowiacy confirm the archaic nature of 
many of the recorded melodies as well as their strong roots in the musical tra-
dition of the Church. 

                                                 
26  See E. Fedyczkowska, Pieśni Lasowiaków. Folklor wokalny terenów dawnej Puszczy Sandomi-

erskiej na podstawie archiwalnych nagrań Franciszka Kotuli, Rzeszów 2008, p. 59. 
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The collected material also contains a substantial collection of chants which 
belong to the more recent major-minor tonal layer. Whether a melody belongs 
to that system is decided based on the vertical projection of melodic structures 
and the opposition of the dominant and tonic functions. The most recent melo-
dies of folk funeral chants are created based on function chord tones: tonic, sub-
dominant, and dominant. In the present day, the authors of those melodies (ex-
ceptional funeral singers) are very much influenced by the new tonal system. 
Nevertheless, a strong attachment to traditional melodies can be observed27.  

In the discussed region, the presented funeral chant material is now part of 
a dying tradition, and a number of presented pieces are no longer performed. 
Usually, the custodians of this tradition are the elderly, especially the local fu-
neral singers. They are the ones who primarily determine the survival of these 
melodies. The traditional verbal way of passing on the melodies should be sup-
ported institutionally by folk song researchers. Thanks to field research, tran-
scriptions, and scientific studies related to morphological features of this reper-
toire, traditional chants can not only be “returned” to the people, but also un-
derstood at a much deeper level. 
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Tonalność ludowych śpiewów pogrzebowych  
na Rzeszowszczyźnie 

Streszczenie 

Ludowe śpiewy religijne już co najmniej od kilku dziesięcioleci stanowią przedmiot naukowych 
analiz. Problematyka cech morfologicznych repertuaru religijnego funkcjonującego w żywej trady-
cji obejmuje kilka podstawowych współczynników, takich jak: struktura tekstu poetyckiego (wer-
syfikacja, strofika), właściwości stylistyczno-formalne, metrorytmika muzyczna, melodyka oraz 
uwarunkowania tonalne (por. B. Bartkowski, Niektóre cechy muzycznej metrorytmiki polskich pie-
śni religijnych żyjących w tradycji ustnej, „Summarium. Sprawozdania Towarzystwa Naukowego 
KUL” 1978, nr 3 (23), s. 250). Niniejszy artykuł ma na celu przedstawienie i analizę zjawisk tonal-
nych zachodzących w repertuarze ludowych śpiewów religijnych wykonywanych w różnych mo-
mentach obrzędu pogrzebowego na Rzeszowszczyźnie (Rzeszowszczyzna – region południowo- 
-wschodniej Polski zamieszkiwany przez grupy etnograficzne Rzeszowiaków i Lasowiaków, „obejmu-
jący administracyjnie w przybliżeniu obszar dziesięciu obecnych powiatów (tarnobrzeskiego, stalo-
wowolskiego, niżańskiego, kolbuszowskiego, leżajskiego, mieleckiego, ropczycko-sędziszowskiego, 
rzeszowskiego, przeworskiego i łańcuckiego)” – zob. Kolędowanie na Rzeszowszczyźnie, red.  
K. Smyk, J. Dragan, Kolbuszowa – Kraków 2019, s. 8, oraz mapy zasięgów, s. 382–383) – zwłaszcza 
podczas domowej modlitwy za zmarłego, procesji do kościoła, procesji na cmentarz oraz przy in-
humacji zwłok na cmentarzu. Skale muzyczne, na których opierają się melodie poszczególnych 
śpiewów, mają szczególne znaczenie dla ich muzycznego kształtu. Tonalność, będąca rodzajem 
systemu dźwiękowego, wpływa bowiem na ustrukturowanie interwałów, wzajemne relacje po-
szczególnych dźwięków i melodykę, a także, pośrednio, na regionalne uwarunkowania wykonaw-
cze śpiewów (Por. B. Bartkowski, Niektóre cechy…, s. 250). Kryterium prezentacji omawianego ma-
teriału będzie zakres skali, a poszczególne zjawiska tonalne zostaną przedstawione na wybranych, 
reprezentatywnych przykładach. 

Słowa kluczowe: ludowe śpiewy pogrzebowe, tonalność, skale muzyczne, Rzeszowszczyzna.  
 



 

 

 


